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Homeopathy,C h i l d r e na n d F a m i l yD y n a m i c s
Dr. Dora Pachova

What are Family
Dynamics?
Each family has its own patterns of
relating to each other. These are their
family dynamics. They are influenced by the structure of the family the numbers of children and adults
and how they are related, by the personalities of each family member,
cultural background, values, and
personal or family experiences.
As we grow up, we leam how to
behave and what to expect of relationships and life in the families we
grow up in. These experiences shape
our lives. Our experiencesof growing
up strongly influence the way we
behave when we become parents ourselves. We often repeat the pattems
we leamt as children. It is all too easy
to slip in to repeating a damaging
pattem from our family of origin.
Understanding family dynamics
is important aspect of homeopathic
treatment. When we have a child as a
patient we are most interested how
he reacts to parents requirements,
moods, expectations, etc. Usually
parents give us their understanding
and observations. If the child is
grown up enough and benevolent he will tell us his own vision and
own feelings about family. The problem is that many times parents or
homeopaths underestimate the
childs opinion and understanding.
Another problem is how to evaluate
the information given by the child
and how to help him and the parents
to create better family atmosphere.
At the end of consultation the
homeopaths have an idea what is the
problem in the family and why the
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child is ill. Their direct explanation
what is going on and what has to be
changed in order for the child not to
get ill - may be accepted with thankfulness or with suspiciousness, it
may be denied initially and accepted
later or it may be "the end of the
story" - the parents decide that the
doctor does not understand anything
and has no right to make such evaluations. They consult him for chronic
tonsillitis and he is entering his nose
in family matters.
Sometimes there are 3, 4 or even
more different points of view in
a single consultation - mother,
father, child, homeopath and
sometimes other relatives present at
the interview
Lr my practice I have seen many

different reactions and attitudes.
Each type of reaction requires different approach by the homeopath.
The homeopath needs to have
very keen observatiory good communication skills in order to understand the real picture without hurting anyone and at the same time
make the relatives aware how the
child "sees" its family. The effect of
this rising of awareness of the family about the situation and the diseases may have even greater effect
than the remedy because ii may lead
to changes of the emotional reactions of family members or to the
very simple understanding that the
child feels and knows more than
anybody can imagine and sometimes behaves as the most grownup
member of the family.

To do all this of course one needs
often more than one interview. Best
results can be achieved when all family members visit the homeopath as
individual patients. Then the homeopathic physician may really understand the source of disturbance and
help the family to establish better
model of functioning. I would like to
share some casesfrom my practice as
a basis to discuss different models of
behavior of the homeopaths.

Examplel
A very ambitious mother came to
me with her 9 years old daughter
who had allergic rhinitis. By the end
of the interview I was feeling verY
pity about this child who had no
chance for own opinion. The mother
was controlling everything. She was
totally devoted to the idea that her
daughter will be the best child fashion model and further will develoP
in this field. The child was eating
only special foods, wearing onlY
special clothes, etc. It was successful
at the fashion stage, lut too sad, too
grown up and too obeying. I gave
Carcinosinum 200 and decided to
wait for second consultation to talk
with the mother.
At the follow up the mother told
that her daughter is much better
emotional and the blockage of the
nose is only from time to time.
I tried to explain that this child
needs some freedom in order to learn
how to take decisions, etc. For example the child never had own money
to buy some snacks or sweets at
school, because "she may not choose
the right ones". The mother created
the following system - previous day
the girl says what she wants to have
for school, except the breakfast and
lunch. Then there was a discussion it means the girl finally agreed with

her mother what is better for her'
Then the mother bought it and Put in
the schoolbag.

regards to the health of the child.
This will improve our long term
results in homeopathy also.

At the moment when I exPlained
that there are many other reasons for
the blockage of the nose excePt the
allergy - mother closed. She was not
in a position to accept anything else
except some pills against the blockage
of the nose - this was the onlY thing
disturbing the perfect picture of the
family and the success of the child.
She was fighting with this problem for
many months, she was alreadY angry
that so many different treatments did
not give any result, but she was determined to continue the fight. All the
rest was fine. Despite of the fact that
the first given remedy improved very
much the condition of the child, she
never came again.

Example 2

In this particular case I did not
have the chance to help the child, but
in such cases it is alwaYs worth to
"btirtg" other family members at
least once in the consultation room
and persist in trying to understand
the real picture of family dynamics.
The homeopath should learn how to
"test" the reaction of the mother
before allowing himself to tell his
opinion. The test can be done in a
very neutral way as "sharing life stories". For example the homeoPath
may use expressions like: "Once a
mother told me that her son amelioshe
when
much
rated very
of
model
particular
Some
changed...
not
is
approach
This
behavior, etc."
applicable to everyone, but it has
helped me to make manY Parents
change their attitude. The idea is to
give the information in such a manner that the relatives do not feel as if
the homeopath gives unwanted
advices. It is our responsibility (to
child and to the homeoPathic science) to make the parents aware of
the importance of family dynamics in

A mother consulted me after a head
injury and lost smell. But the most
important issue in her case was her
sons behavior. She said to me, "The
world crushed after this haPPened
with my son".
Many years ago she had same
idea as the mother in previous case.
She wanted to be the perfect mother
and to have a perfect home. \A/hYso?
Her own explanation was that
when she was a child she had to live
countries, change
in different
schools, etc. because of her father's
job. She hated these changes. She
promised herself "never to cause this
to her own children".
She was doing everyday homemade cookies, cakes, most delicious
dishes, perfect order at home (the
husband is fastidious 5s degree), etc.
Her children had to have everything
they need. Money never was Problem for the family, but the Patient
fairly believed that she Provides
everything to her son and he does
not need any money. The Parents
decided to give pocket moneY to the
boy at the age of 14. The result - devastating - hazard, sPending all
money he has, drugs, out of school,
does not want to studY, the familY
does not know where he is.
I never met this boy. The mother came for treating high blood
pressure and lost smell, but was
always talking about her son. After
2-3 years of struggles she was
huppy that he finally decided to
attend an evening school and was
working in a pizza restaurant, that
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he was coming home from time to
time. And she was angry that he did
not understand what the parents
can give him - education, family
business, etc. Her mind was quite
rigid and time was needed in order
for the changes to happen.
After 5-6 follow ups and remedies like Stnph,Nat-m and Conium slne
finally managed to change her patterns of behavior in the family - to see
her own place in the family, to break
the status quo - the ideal home with
2 ideal parents who were always at
same opinion and a bad son. She
found the way to her son; she managed to show him her love and
understanding. She was in a position
to help the son and her husband to
start talking to each other. The boy
came back home and continued his
evening school and work. The boy
was visiting a psychologist.
During homeopathic treatment
her blood pressure normalized, the
headache disappeared, the anxiety,
anger and depression reduced. All
this influenced in a positive way the
communication between her and her
husband and between her and her
son. The next step from family
dynamics point of view is the establishment of a new level of communication between the father and the
son. Homeopathic consultations
helped this mother to understand the
messages given by her son and to
react in a more adequate way.
This example shows how 2 people outside the family (psychologist
for the son and homeopath for the
mother) using different approaches
may work harmoniously and change
positively the family dynamics.

Example3
This example proves one of the basic
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statements in family dynamics that
every change in the behavior patterns in one of the family members
will cause changes in everybody
elses behavior. It shows the importance of fan-rily dynamics in long
term management of homeopathic
cases,because the roles in the family
do not change so easily - it does not
matter how old is the child 3 or 30
years and how old is the parents - 30
or 60 years.
The heroes of that story are The
Mother, The Father, The Daughter,
The Grandfather (Father's father)
and The Son.
The Mother (29 years old)
Everything started with the
mother - she came for eruptions on
neck, anxiety and depression.
The superficial layer in this story
- she was frightened and become
very suspicious toward strangers,
not able to go anywhere alone. She
took care of the children and smoked
3 packets of cigarettes.
The deeper layer - she married
early and entered a rich family with
very dictatorial in-laws. She tried
very hard to please them but they
were never huppy. Her husband
was working in the family business
and had no time for her and the
kids. She was told by her husband
and in-laws that she has to stay
home and look after the kids as she
cannot do anything.
The deepest layer - problems in
her
childhood
alcoholism,
violence. She married very young to
escape & didn't know who she was
and didn't believe that she was
capable to study and have some
kind of self rcalization. Now she
had financial possibility but no con-

fidence to start any study or
business. She was feeling guilty
because after the first child was
born she was more interested in
companies, friends, etc. and was not
paying enough attention to the
child. Now she was doing her best
for the second child, but it had a lot
of problems.
The first remedy given was Staph
LM1. Next 4 months I repeated several times and she was slowly but
surely transforming into more positive, confident and caring woman.
The Daughter (11years old)
She had chronic conjunctivitis
and problems with mathematics and
with studying as a whole. According
to the mother the girl waslazy, ate a
lot, had tendency to gain weight.
The mother tried everything possible to change her attitude to school,
eating and exercise.I talked with the
girl in private and understood that
she was feeling forsakery sad, misunderstood. The mother was frequently shouting at her. She was
quite jealous towards her brother. I
prescribed Nat-m LM1. After 2
months of treatment she was completely different - more opery found
new friends, gained confidence
about school matters, and improved
her results at schools.
The Son (5 yrs & 10 months old)
Main problem - A very thin,
small boy with speech and communication problem. He can pronunciate
words, but refused to talk to anybody; has difficulties to tell his parents what happened in the kindergarden. He showed interest only to
computer games and was very fast
and clever playing. He was having
frequent colds that always attacked
the lungs. The child was very nerv-

ous and aggressive especially when
he thought the others were laughing
at him.
The remedy was clear Tub 1M
and the effect - "miraculous". I even
did not believe the parents that the
speech problem was so serious. The
child started to ask many questions,
to talk properly, to communicate
with all family members and friends.
In the last 4 months he had only once
a cold and recovered very fast.

foundations of it before he decides to
quit and leave his sons to work further alone. He was treated by best
professors in Germany and in
Bulgaria, all possible tests done.
Taking into account the interview
and the results of the tests I
explained him that most probably all
the accumulated stress and the fact
that he had to control so many things
and people in the last years produced
a psychosomatic reaction. He said
that everything was OK with his psychic and I never saw him again.

The Father (33 years old)
The main role in this family
dynamics story was of the father. He
came for a consultation because of
chronic intercostals neuralgia. There
was no relief by allopathic treatment. Before the neuralgia he had
recurrent herpetic eruptions around
the lips - applied many creams, did
vaccination. It was a clear case of
suppression and with Nat-m LM1
the problem with the neuralgia was
solved, herpetic eruption came out
again. After second Nat-m LM1
prescription the herpetic eruptions
was cured and did not came so
frequently anymore.
It was clear that this man has
some much deeper disturbance. I got
many hints about this from his wife
and both children.
Let us introduce the last hero in
this play - The Grandfather (61 years
of age).
He came for "constant desire to
clear his throat", diagnosed as chronic pharyngitis. He had hiatus hernia
in the past - was operated and
"cured". Later on other emotional,
mental or physical complaints. In fact
he had no time for being ill - last 10
year his business was developing
very well and he had to make sound

The family continued to come
regular for follow ups. It seemed that
everything was going well with
them. The parents were happy about
their
childrens
progress and
improved
health. The mother
became more confident, active and
most important she understood that
she was behaving more as a child
that as an adult. She started to take
more responsibilities despite the
opposition of her husband.
It happens many times in homeopathic treatment - when we remove
a layer of pathology with a remedy a next layer appears. When changes
occur in family dynamics - deep
buried problems come to the surface
and the roles in the family change.
The father continued to come for
consultations with some insignificant
physical complains. Many times
insignificant and changing physical
complains are signs of exhaustion of
the vital force or an indication for us
to look deeper into the case.
Looking deeper I understood
that this man is not only physically
exhausted (no holidays in more than
5 years). He always had the feeling
he can do something more or better
and anxiety of consciousness. He
tried to help everybody and never

thought about himself. The family
dynamics pattern was:
1.

No communication with his
father as a parent - only business conversations. He never
called his father "Daddy" or
used personal names - he just
called him "The Boss".
2. He was not able to contradict his
father.
3. He tried to live according to his
father's models and expectations.
4. He was very angry with his
brother becausehe was too irresponsible as per family business
was concerned.
5 He felt he was the only one
responsible for the family; his
wife needed help and protectiory as his children did.
He had already symptoms of a
starting breakdown. I told him that
no remedy can "work" as "a 10-day
real holidays far from the office"
and he should think about having
rest with his family. He promised to
think about it.
But soon after this consultation
he got sudden pain in heart with
fear of dying the next minute. He
decided that the reason for it was
the homeopathic remedy. May be
some of you will also say - he was
not given the right remedies, nothing like that will happen if the simillimum was given.
Everyday homeopathic practice
shows us that we have to evaluate very
carefully the coexisting factors. (How
many things happened in a short period of time?). Work, family, society,
physical environment are dynamic
and changing in nature. The vital force
is not always able to cope with 2 or 3 or
more stressorscoming simultaneously
or in short time one after the other.
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One day his wife came and told
me that her husband insisted on
stopping homeopathic treatment for
the whole family "for a while". She
was very frustrated and didnt know
what to do. I told her - "There is no
problem and pointed that summer is
coming and it is time for traveling,
holidays, etc." She calmed down.
A month later the mother and
the father came again in my office
without an appointment. I was surprised. The man told me that 1.5
months he tried different medicines
for his fears and anxieties, but nothing helped. He was again willing to
try homeopathy. Now I had the
chance to understand what hanpened with this man?

CoexistingFactors
1.

He was very exhausted on all
levels.
2. He was overdoing fitness every
duy.
3. His father said to him - "I will
quit the business early so that I
will have enough time and
energy to come back to help as
you and your brother can not
manage. (In this family dynamics - father wants to control
everything, does not believe in
sons quality).
4. His brother did not show any
desire to learn and help in the
company and he felt the whole
responsibility and parents expectations on his shoulders.
5. His wife changed herself-she
started behaving as an adult and
he had to adjust to the new
situation.
Aren't these 5 reasons enough to
disturb the vital force again?
How will the familv dvnamic
models change now?
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How long should we wait until
the new totality is formed?
What is the totality of the family?
The answer is very simple INDIVIDUAL for each one of the
family members and individual for
each family.
I have the possibility to observe
the transformation in this man. He
overcame the communication problem with his brother. He gained confidence and spoke with his father. He
started to do the things in the way he
wanted and understood and stopped
trying to be like his father. He discovered so many interesting facts
about his children (He never had
time for them before). He was on holidays for some time.
And the most important sentences
from our last consultation were: "I suffer a lot now (all this fears and anxieties), but in a way I am thankful to this
condition - it helped me to understand
so many things in a new way, to know
my children and wife better and to
change my attitude toward them."

SomeStatementsto
ThinkAbout
1. The homeopathic treatment
opens the door for understanding the self - "INSIGHTS" and
helps the person to understand
some behavioral models in his
family. These insights stimulate
personal changes.
2. The family is a live dynamic system and whenever a single member changes his attitude the surroundings the whole family
changes. The Dynamic of relationship the ways of communication change.
3. Sometimes the patient is not
ready for a change. Intuitively he

knows how many changes will
occur and feels he is not ready
for this challenge. He does not
want to change the old models.
In such casesthe patient decides
that he does not need any homeopathic treatment. (Example 1).
4.
The homeopathic treatment is
powerful stimulus for change not
only for patient but also for his
closerelatives.
5. The homeopaths have to use special communication skills and
techniques in order to understand family dynamics and to
help the family members to
change the pathological models
which causediseases.
6 . Family dlmamics can be obstacles
to cure, but may be also the fundamental of successfultreatment.
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